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Abstract — Inverters using phase-locked loops for control de-

pend on voltages generated by synchronous machines to operate. 

This might be problematic if much of the conventional generation 

fleet is displaced by inverters. To solve this problem, grid-forming 

control for inverters has been proposed as being capable of auton-

omously regulating grid voltages and frequency. Presently, the 

performance of bulk power systems with massive penetration of 

grid-forming inverters has not been thoroughly studied as to elu-

cidate benefits. Hence, this paper presents inverter models with 

two grid-forming strategies: virtual oscillator control and droop 

control. The two models are specifically developed to be used in 

positive-sequence simulation packages and have been imple-

mented in PSLF. The implementations are used to study the per-

formance of bulk power grids incorporating inverters with grid-

forming capability. Specifically, simulations are conducted on a 

modified IEEE 39-bus test system and the microWECC test sys-

tem with varying levels of synchronous and inverter-based gener-

ation. The dynamic performance of the tested systems with grid-

forming inverters during contingency events is better than cases 

with only synchronous generation. 

 

Index Terms — Droop control, virtual oscillator control, grid-

forming inverters, frequency control, inverter control, photovol-

taic inverters. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Inverters with grid-forming controls, or simply grid-forming 

inverters, adjust their voltage magnitude and phase according 

to measured terminal conditions, e.g., active and reactive cur-

rents. This mode of control is called grid-forming because it is 

capable of regulating voltage and frequency in a similar manner 

to synchronous generators. For example, during contingencies, 

grid-forming inverter-based generation can increase or de-

crease its power output almost instantaneously to balance loads, 

regulate local voltages, and contribute to frequency control.  

Classic grid-following inverter control techniques rely on 

phase-locked loops (PLLs) as well as proportional-integral (PI) 

regulators. In contrast, their operation relies on the existence of 

a voltage reference waveform whose magnitude and frequency 

are regulated externally by synchronous machines. However, 

such conditions might not exist if synchronous machines are 

greatly displaced in the future. In such scenarios, high penetra-

tions of inverter-based generation with grid-following controls 

might make the grid susceptible to weak dynamic voltages 

and/or poorly regulated system frequency [1].  

Motivated by the aforementioned problems, grid-forming 

controls for power inverters have been devised so they can op-

erate autonomously, i.e., without relying on synchronous gen-

eration [2]–[5]. In order to study the transition of today’s power 

system to one that is highly inverter-based, the interoperability 

of grid-forming controls with existing synchronous machines 

must be assessed to detect potential compatibility problems [6]. 

To this end, this paper presents and implements two positive-

sequence grid-forming control models of inverters for power 

system studies: virtual oscillator control and droop control [7]. 

Both can do the following: (i) autonomously generate terminal 

voltages cycling at a common synchronous speed, (ii) regulate 

system voltage magnitudes, and (iii) meet a power system de-

mand in a shared manner.   

The first positive sequence grid-forming model presented is 

a control strategy based on virtual oscillator control (VOC) [8]–

[9]. The VOC implements, numerically, the dynamics of a class 

of nonlinear oscillators to generate nominal inverter voltages 

that cycle at a synchronous speed [8]. The second positive se-

quence grid-forming model presented is a control strategy 

based on droop control. The droop regulator, via software, 

mimics the dynamics of synchronous machines as well as their 

voltage and speed regulators, albeit disregarding rotor dynam-

ics. For a pertinent explanation of the grid-forming droop con-

trol model, see [10]. Notably, the two grid-forming control 

strategies have similar steady state operation [9]. 

In this paper, the grid-forming strategies are modeled for pos-

itive-sequence simulations in Section II. In Section III, the two 

positive sequence grid-forming models are implemented in 

PSLF and compared to classic synchronous generation cases. 

Two contingencies are analyzed under two test systems, the mi-

croWECC [11] and a modified IEEE 39-bus test system. Three 

cases are compared: a base system with 100% synchronous 

generation, and two 50% photovoltaic (PV) generation cases 

with VOC or droop control.  Conclusions are in Section IV and 

indicate that for the systems studied, inverters with grid-form-

ing control have better dynamic performance than 100% syn-

chronous generation cases.  



 

II. MODELING 

A. Preliminaries 

The rationale of a positive-sequence simulation model of an 

inverter-based power plant driven by a grid-forming (GFM) 

control strategy is illustrated in Fig. 1. There, the inverter with 

grid-forming control (e.g., VOC and droop) represents the ag-

gregation of several inverters of relatively small apparent power 

capacity. For modeling simplicity, we assume that the dc-link 

voltage, 𝑉𝑑𝑐, is sufficient at all times to generate any GFM com-

manded ac voltage and that the inverter is lossless. Another pos-

itive sequence modeling approach is shown in [12]. 

In the positive-sequence domain, the inverter can autono-

mously generate an abstract terminal voltage phasor  𝑉∠𝛿 (rep-

resentative in time-domain of three-phase voltage waveforms), 

having phase angle 𝛿 and frequency, 𝜔. It is assumed that the 

ac voltages 𝑉∠𝛿 commanded by the GFM control are replicated 

precisely at the terminals of the inverter. Inverter voltage satu-

ration because of dc-link limitations and nonidealities are not 

considered in the model. In Fig. 1, the voltage magnitude 𝑉∞ in 

per unit and angle 𝛿∞ in radians, model a synchronous power 

grid that is observed behind a transmission line, for example. 

To generate 𝑉∠𝛿 cycling at 𝜔, the GFM regulator (VOC or 

droop) relies on: (i) a voltage magnitude reference 𝑉𝑟 , (ii) an 

active power reference 𝑃𝑟 , and (iii) a current phasor 𝐼𝑓 that is 

measured at the terminals of the inverter. The current phasor 𝐼𝑓 

is representative of three-phase sinusoidal currents cycling at 

the per-unit angular speed of an abstract center of inertia: 

 
𝜔𝑒 =  

∑ 𝜔𝑘𝐻𝑘𝑘

∑ 𝐻𝑘𝑘

 (1) 

where 𝜔𝑘 and 𝐻𝑘 represent, respectively, the per unit speed and 

inertia of the 𝑘-th rotor (𝑘 = 1, … , 𝐾) of a synchronous ma-

chine interconnected in a power system. As is typically done in 

the analysis of bulk power systems, we introduce the dynamics 

of an abstract center-of-inertia reference angle: 

 𝑑

𝑑𝑡
𝜃𝑒 =  𝜔𝑏𝜔𝑒 (2) 

with 𝜔𝑏 = 120𝜋 rad/s. The speed in (2) is instrumental in mod-

eling relative angles synthesized by VOC and droop controls in 

positive-sequence simulation frameworks. 
 

B. Virtual Oscillator Control Model 

The averaged dynamics of a virtual oscillator for inverter 

control having speed vs. power droop characteristics are [9]: 

 𝑑
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𝜎
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(�̅� −

1

𝜅𝑣
2
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1
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Here, �̅� models the line-to-neutral peak voltage amplitude of 

the oscillator whereas �̅� ∈ [0,2𝜋) captures the angle of the volt-

age waveform to be synthesized by the inverter. For example, 

the synthesized time-domain voltage at the inverter terminals 

for phase ‘𝑎’ is 𝑣𝑎(𝑡) = �̅�(𝑡) cos �̅� (𝑡). The variables �̅� and �̅� 

in (3) and (4) model average active and reactive power of a 

three-phase system, respectively. The constants 𝜎, 𝐶, 𝐿, 𝜅𝑣, 𝜅𝑖 

are parameters that define the behavior of the virtual oscilla-

tor—for their significance and selection, please refer to [9].  

A per-unit representation of (3)–(4) is: 

 𝑑

𝑑𝑡
𝑉 =

𝜎

2𝐶
𝑉(1 − 𝑉2) −

 𝜅𝑖𝑆𝑏
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𝑉
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 𝑑

𝑑𝑡
𝛿 = 𝜔𝑏(𝜔 − 𝜔𝑒), (6) 

where 

 
𝜔 = 1 − 

 𝜅𝑖𝑆𝑏

2𝜔𝑏𝐶𝑉𝑏

𝑃

𝑉2
. (7) 

 

 

 
Fig. 1.  Inverter-based power plant controlled with grid-forming controls and interconnected a bulk power system.  



 

The model (5)–(7) is from (3)–(4) by: (i) defining �̅� = 𝑉𝑉𝑏 , 

�̅� = 𝑃𝑆𝑏 , �̅� = 𝑄𝑆𝑏 , and 𝑑�̅�/𝑑𝑡 = 𝜔𝜔𝑏  ( 𝜔𝑏 = 1/√𝐿𝐶 ) as 

well as (ii) referring �̅� of (4) with respect to 𝜃𝑒 of (2), hence, 

𝑑𝛿/𝑑𝑡 = 𝑑�̅�/𝑑𝑡 − 𝑑𝜃𝑒/𝑑𝑡. We consider a relative angle 𝛿 to 

avoid simulating cycling signals in the positive-sequence do-

main. We clarify that the field implementation of the VOC con-

trol does not rely on measuring 𝜃𝑒 of (2). The introduced con-

stants 𝑉𝑏 , 𝑆𝑏 , and 𝜔𝑏  are peak line-to-neutral voltage base, 

three-phase voltampere base, and angular frequency base, re-

spectively. 

For grid-operation, the equilibrium points of (5)–(6) can be 

shifted by adding appropriate voltage and active power refer-

ence set-points, e.g., 𝑉𝑟  and 𝑃𝑟 . Also, by considering a dq-axis 

reference frame whose angle is, e.g., �̅� from (4), the per-unit 

active and reactive power at the terminals of the inverter can be 

calculated via 𝑃 = 𝑉𝑖𝑑𝑓  and 𝑄 = −𝑉𝑖𝑞𝑓  where 𝑖𝑑𝑓 + 𝑗𝑖𝑑𝑓 =

𝑒−𝑗𝛿𝐼𝑓 (here, 𝑗 = √−1 and 𝑒 is the Euler’s number). The latter 

phasor relationship results from a particular choice of refer-

ence-frame transformation form [13]. Using the aforemen-

tioned considerations, a per-unit positive-sequence dynamic 

model of an inverter representative of a power plant that is 

driven by VOC control is: 

 𝑑

𝑑𝑡
𝑉 =

1

2𝜏𝑉

𝑉(𝑉𝑟
2 − 𝑉2) − 𝜅𝑞 

𝑄

𝑉
 (8) 

 𝑑

𝑑𝑡
𝛿 = 𝜔𝑏(𝜔 − 𝜔𝑒) (9) 

 𝜔 = 1 −
𝜅𝑃

𝑉2
(𝑃 − 𝑃𝑟) (10) 

 𝑃 = 𝑉 𝑖𝑑𝑓 (11) 

 𝑖𝑑𝑓 + 𝑗𝑖𝑞𝑓 = 𝑒−𝑗𝛿𝐼𝑓 (12) 

 𝑄 = −𝑉 𝑖𝑞𝑓 . (13) 

The constants 𝜏𝑉, 𝜅𝑞 and 𝜅𝑝 of (8) and (10) can be deduced 

from (5) and (7). 

 

C. Droop Control Model 

A per-unit positive-sequence dynamic model of an inverter 

with droop control is: 

 𝑑

𝑑𝑡
𝑉 =

1

𝜏𝑉

(𝑉𝑟 − 𝑉 − 𝜅𝑄𝑄) (14) 

 𝑑

𝑑𝑡
𝛿 = 𝜔𝑏(𝜔 − 𝜔𝑒). (15) 

The linear dynamics of (3) and (4) represent the voltage and 

relative angle synthesized by the droop controller. In particular, 

the dynamics of (4) are obtained by referencing the droop con-

troller angle dynamics 𝑑𝜃/𝑑𝑡 = 𝜔𝑏𝜔 to 𝑑𝜃𝑒/𝑑𝑡 of (2) where  

 𝜔 = 1 − 𝜅𝑃(𝑃 − 𝑃𝑟) (16) 

 

is the cycling speed of the synthesized voltages by the droop 

control, which depends on measured active power 𝑃 as well as 

its set point 𝑃𝑟 . The reactive, 𝑄, and active, 𝑃, powers for (14) 

and (16) are obtained dynamically via the first-order filters 

 𝑑

𝑑𝑡
𝑄 =

1

𝜏𝑆

(−𝑄 − 𝑉 𝑖𝑞𝑓) 
(17) 

 𝑑

𝑑𝑡
𝑃 =

1

𝜏𝑆

(−𝑃 + 𝑉 𝑖𝑑𝑓) 
(18) 

which filter negative-sequence components. Here, 𝑖𝑑𝑓 and 𝑖𝑞𝑓 

are inverter currents in the droop-controller reference frame 

and are calculated as follows 𝑖𝑑𝑓 + 𝑗𝑖𝑞𝑓 = 𝑒−𝑗𝛿𝐼𝑓. Overall, the 

droop model, defined by (14)–(18), has significant resem-

blance to the VOC model defined by (8)–(13), albeit originat-

ing from different technologies. Specifically, the voltage dy-

namics of (3) and (4) derive from a Van der Pol oscillator ex-

pressed in polar coordinates after averaging. Notably, negative-

sequence filters for reactive and active power, i.e., (17)–(18), 

are not necessary in the VOC model because the controlled im-

plementation of the controller relies on waveform-level current 

measurements [8]–[9].  

 

D. Initialization of Grid-Forming Controls 

To initialize the VOC control, we assume that the voltage 

magnitude, 𝑉(0) = 𝑉0 , and active power, 𝑃(0) = 𝑃0 , gener-

ated by the grid-forming inverter at its terminals are known at 

the pre-transient state, i.e., at 𝑡 = 0. In other words, assume 

that the terminals of the aggregated inverter representation of 

Fig. 1 are abstracted as a ‘PV’ bus as is classically done in the 

analysis of synchronous generation [14]. To obtain the ab-

stracted inverter terminal current phasor, 𝐼𝑓(0) = 𝐼𝑓0, and volt-

age angle, 𝛿(0) =  𝛿0 , the classical numerical approach to 

solve the power flow problem is assumed to be applied [14]. 

Note here that the power flow solution will depend on the types 

of generating sources and load assets that are connected to a 

particular power system. 

Hence, the initial VOC control states for (8) and (9) are 

𝑉(0) = 𝑉0 and 𝛿(0) =  𝛿0, respectively. The set-points, on the 

other hand, are obtained as follows: 

a) calculate 𝑖𝑑𝑓0 + 𝑗𝑖𝑞𝑓0 =  𝑒−𝑗𝛿0𝐼𝑓0, 

b) calculate 𝑉𝑟 > 0 from (9) because at pre-transient: 
𝑑

𝑑𝑡
𝑉0 = 0 =

1

2𝜏𝑉
𝑉0(𝑉𝑟

2 − 𝑉0
2) + 𝜅𝑞 𝑖𝑞𝑓0, and 

c) assign 𝑃𝑟 = 𝑃0, hence 𝜔(0) = 1 p.u. of 𝜔𝑏. 

Initialization of the droop-based grid-forming inverter control 

model is similar to the VOC case and hence not discussed. 

III. COMPARISON OF GRID-FORMING INVERTERS AND 

SYNCHRONOUS GENERATORS IN BULK POWER SYSTEMS 

The two models are specified for use in positive-sequence 

simulation frameworks. Both the VOC and droop models are, 

in a way, trying to mimic control and dynamic performance of 

traditional synchronous generation. The VOC and droop model 

parameters are set to have similar frequency-droop (5%) and 



 

voltage-droop (2%) characteristics as the synchronous genera-

tion in the two test systems. Reference [15] discusses the place-

ment and simulates grid-forming and grid-following inverter 

models. 

The models are compared during a load trip event on a mod-

ified IEEE 39-bus test system. The IEEE 39-bus test system is 

a well-known system that represents a part of the U.S. eastern 

interconnection. In addition, the models are compared during a 

generation trip event on a modified microWECC [11] test sys-

tem, which is a scaled down version of the North American 

Western Interconnection in Fig. 2. The microWECC system 

was developed at Montana Tech, and is primarily used here be-

cause it allows analysis on a system prone to a large frequency 

nadir and oscillations (compared to the IEEE 39-bus system).  

Three cases are compared: 100% synchronous generator 

case, ~50% PV case with VOC grid-forming inverter model, 

~50% PV case with grid-forming droop model. The original 

IEEE 39-bus test system and the microWECC were modified 

to include:  

a. governor models with 5% droop on all synchronous gen-

erators, 

b. custom data recording model to help with post analysis 

processing, 

c. the custom grid-forming PV inverter models, 

d. modern exciter models with 2% voltage droop, 

e. and on the IEEE 39-bus test system, the load models were 

updated to a more modern load model, (20% motor load, 

20% constant impedance load, 60% constant power load).  

To construct the PV cases, each original synchronous generator 

in the test systems is split into an inverter-based generator and 

a synchronous generator on parallel buses. In all cases, it is as-

sumed that sufficient headroom exists on the PV bus to inject 

power into the system in case of a contingency (e.g., solar is 

curtailed when connected to the transmission grid). 

Multiple contingencies were simulated to determine the per-

formance of the grid-forming inverter models; two are shown 

in this paper. First, a load trip event on the IEEE 39-bus test 

system, and second, a generation trip event on the microWECC 

system. 

 

A. Load Trip Event on the IEEE 39-bus system 

The first contingency simulated on the IEEE 39-bus test system 

is a load trip of 158 MW (2.59% of the system) and 30 MVAr 

(2.13% of the system). The weighted system frequency (system 

frequency at all generator buses, weighted by power output of 

the generators) is shown in Fig. 3. The settling frequency of the 

50% PV cases is effectively the same as in the 100% synchro-

nous case. This indicates that the droop characteristic pro-

grammed into the inverter-based generation controls matches 

the setting of the synchronous generator turbine governors. The 

settling frequency in the VOC case deviates slightly from the 

other two because its dynamics do not precisely correspond to 

a linear droop characteristic [8]. 

 

 
Fig. 2.  The microWECC test system [11]. 

 

The output power of a synchronous machine and the parallel 

PV generator during the contingency is shown in Fig. 4 and 

Fig. 5, respectively. The change in active power shown in 

Fig. 4 varies between the 100% synchronous case and the 50% 

PV cases because the capacity of the synchronous generator is 

scaled down when the inverter-based generation is introduced. 

In each case, the change in output power of the synchronous 

machine matches the anticipated turbine governor response. 

Note that the 100% synchronous generation case in Fig. 4 con-

tains an offset to account for differences in the dispatch pattern 

between the cases with and without PV. 

Fig. 6 shows the voltage transient at the same synchronous 

generator bus as in Fig. 4. This plot effectively compares the 

voltage regulation achieved purely using the automatic voltage 

regulator (AVR) and excitation system of the synchronous ma-

chine with that achieved by the combined efforts of the syn-

chronous and inverter-based generator controls. The results in-

dicate similar transients in all three cases, with perhaps slightly 

better damping in the 50% PV cases. These differences are sen-

sitive to whether a power system stabilizer (PSS) is modeled 

and the precise details of its implementation. The voltage reg-

ulation characteristics of the VOC and droop-based controls 

are substantially similar.  

 



 

 
Fig. 3.  The weighted system frequency in the IEEE 39-bus test sys-
tem during a load trip. 

 

 
Fig. 4.  The output power of a synchronous generator in the IEEE 
39-bus test system during a load trip. 

 

 
Fig. 5.  The output power of a PV generator in the IEEE 39-bus test 
system during a load trip. 

A. Generation Trip Event on the MicroWECC 

The second contingency simulated on the microWECC sys-

tem is a generation trip event of a synchronous machine in the 

northwest (in Fig. 2) with an MVA base of 9000, and at the 

time of the trip, producing 1256 MW (2.58% of the system). 

Fig. 7 shows the trajectory of the system frequency in response 

to the contingency. The microWECC system was employed for 

this analysis because it demonstrates a deeper frequency nadir 

than the IEEE 39-bus system model. Fig. 7 shows that the cases 

with 50% PV exhibit significantly less overshoot in the step 

response than the 100% synchronous case. This indicates that 

the addition of the inverter-based controls has a stabilizing ef-

fect on the frequency regulation mode, the lowest natural reso-

nant frequency of the system. As observed following the gen-

eration trip, the settling frequency of the 50% PV cases 

matches that of the 100% synchronous case almost exactly.   

 
Fig. 6.  The voltage at a synchronous generator bus in the IEEE 39-
bus test system during a load trip. 

 

 
Fig. 7.  The weighted system frequency in the microWECC test sys-
tem during a generation trip. 

 

Fig. 8 shows the real power output for the synchronous gen-

erator at bus 1. The traces for the VOC and droop cases effec-

tively lie on top of one another. As in Fig. 4, the change in 

power varies between the cases with and without PV because 

the capacity of the synchronous generator is adjusted when the 

inverter-based generation is introduced. The cases with in-

verter-based generation controls exhibit markedly better damp-

ing than the 100% synchronous case for this contingency. As 

in Fig. 4, the 100% synchronous generation case in Fig. 8 con-

tains an offset to account for differences in the dispatch pattern 

between the cases with and without PV. Fig. 9 shows the cor-

responding change in real power output for the parallel PV gen-

erator at bus 1. 

Fig. 10 shows the voltage transient at bus 1 during the gen-

eration trip event. The results indicate better overall perfor-

mance in the 50% PV cases with significantly improved oscil-

lation damping. As in the first contingency, the differences be-

tween the cases with and without PV shown in Figs. 7-10 are 

sensitive to whether PSSs are modeled and how they are im-

plemented. In the microWECC test system only two synchro-

nous generators include PSSs.  

The primary takeaway from analyzing these contingencies is 

that grid-forming inverter controls are capable of supplement-

ing and/or replacing the governor response, voltage support, 

and oscillation damping traditionally provided by synchronous 

machines.  

 



 

 
Fig. 8.  The output power of a synchronous generator in the micro-
WECC test system during a generation trip. 

 

 
Fig. 9.  The output power of a PV generator in the microWECC test 
system during a generation trip. 

 

 
Fig. 10.  The voltage at a synchronous generator bus in the micro-
WECC test system during a generation trip. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

This paper presents two positive-sequence grid-forming in-

verter control models and compares the models in bulk power 

system simulations. Custom dynamic models were developed 

in PSLF for the two grid-forming inverter controls algorithms. 

Generation and load trip events were simulated for a modified 

microWECC test system and IEEE 39-bus test system respec-

tively for three cases: 100% synchronous generation, ~50% PV 

penetration with the virtual oscillator control grid-forming in-

verter model, and ~50% PV penetration case with a droop-

based grid-forming inverter control model. The results from 

these simulations indicate that under typical contingencies, the 

grid-forming inverter models can have similar or better dy-

namic performance to traditional 100% synchronous genera-

tion if the parameters of the control schemes are chosen appro-

priately. The results are promising, but future work needs to 

continue research in this area, especially in fault analysis and 

protection for grid-forming inverters.  

The considered models are primarily intended to be applied 

in contingency analyses that are typically conducted during 

power system planning studies. For now, the presented models 

are not suitable to study the fault ride-through capability of in-

verter-based resources because this functionality has not been 

added thus far. Incorporating such capability is possible by, for 

example, switching the inverter control strategy from voltage 

to current regulation during faults. However, the impact that 

this or other possible approaches have on the power-system 

level performance is under investigation. 

Another limitation of the presented models is that they do not 

incorporate the primary energy sources, e.g., wind and photo-

voltaic solar. Nonetheless, these could be integrated by consid-

ering the dc-link dynamics in the representations, e.g., see [13]. 
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